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BENEFITS & CHALLENGES OF E-PAYMENT 
METHODS

in emergency cash transfers

BENEFITS
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CHALLENGES
- No need for formal ID or bank account
- Relatively low set-up costs
- Can be used for cash or commodities
- Fast to roll out
- Can be pre-stocked

- Can be used o�ine anywhere with PoS
- Can be used for cash or commodities
- PIN / biometric security protects the
cash from theft
- Change can be saved on the card

- Fast & discrete
- Operates outside coverage of banks
- PIN security connected to individual SIM
- Relatively low set-up costs, especially 
if phones are shared
- Can be used for communications

- No need for formal ID or bank account
- Not limited by agent cash-�ow
- Reduced risk of theft or fraud than with 
paper vouchers
- Low hardware requirements

- Require connectivity and compatible PoS
- Higher risk of theft
- Proprietary systems restrict no of outlets
- Potential to restrict expenditures limits
recipients’ �exibility and choice

- May require bank account & formal ID
- Risk of PIN sharing
- High rate of errors with biometric systems
- Proprietary systems restrict no of outlets
- Restricted by cash �ow of outlets
- Cost of card & equipment may be high

- Some formal ID may be required
- Literacy / education may be a barrier
- Limited by network connectivity
- Limited by agent coverage and cash �ow

- Limited by network connectivity
- Network issues may cause delays
- Literacy may be a barrier
- Signi�cant training may be required
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